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AGENCY: CIA
RECORD NUMBER: 104-10015-10030
RECORD SERIES: JFK
AGENCY FILE NUMBER: 201-289248

March 26, 1996

Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 18
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board's decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 6

Postponement # 1 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 2 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph
Release Date: 01/2006

Postponement # 3 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may
be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 01/2006

________________________

Postponement # 4 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 01/2006

________________________

Postponement # 5 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Digraph

Release Date: 01/2006

________________________

Postponement # 6 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt

Release Date: 01/2006

________________________
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[R] ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 07/0807

FIRMA DDR FRAN BRHN PAR INFO GNV GITE BERN 2397

1. FULL FYI. SOURCE: INFO ARMÄTT. BERN, OSENBY BERN,
PRESS CONTACTS GNV BASE (MIR MOST INFO FROM INTARZAN 1)

2. SUBJ IS PFC EUGENE B. DINKIN, RA 76710292, CIRCA 24 YEARS
AGE, AVAIL FROM HOS COMPANY, U.S. ARMY GENERAL DEPOT, METZ,
SINCE CIRCA 4 NOVEMBER SUBJ SCHEDULED FOR PSYCHIATRIC EXAM.
NOVEMBER. APPARENTLY HE ENTERED SUISSE USING INVALID ID CARD
AND FORGED OR OUT OF DATE ORDERS. WENT TO GNV WHERE 6 AND 7
NOVEMBER CONTACTED NUMBER USNEM AT UNITED NATIONS PRESS ROOM,
GAVE STORY HE WAS PERSECUTED, ALSO WISHED ALERT WORLD TO
CODICHEE PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN. IN SOME CONTACTS HE STATED HE
FORMERLY INVOLVED IN MONITORING CODED TRAFFIC AND HAD BEEN
TRAINED IN CRYPTOGRAPHIC WORK.

3. ARMÄTT STATES NO EVIDENCE THIS TRUE. ALL WITNESS SUBJ
TALKED AND ASSESS HIm AS CRACKPOT.

4. ARMÄTT ALERTED OSENBY BERN REP AND VARIOUS PEOPLE IN GNV
INCL HIS OFFICE. OSENBY THRU CONTACT TO SUISSE FEDERAL AND
CRIMINAL POLICE IS TRYING CHECK FURTHER REP SUBJ LOCATION AND
POSSIBILITIES HIS APPEHENSION AND RETURN TO U.S. ARMY CUSTODY.

CONDUCTED ON 16 APR 1976

CLASSIFIED/RESTRICTED

FOR F/QA REVIEW ON APR 1976
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ALL ABOVE ACTION TAKEN BEFORE ARMAIT OFFERED STORY TO STATION. LATTER ACTION ALMOST SIMULTANEOUS WITH GUNA BASE REPORTS RE SUBJ CAPERS IN GUNA.

4. USIS GUNA OFFICER INFORMED ARMAIT (GUNA BASE ALSO GOT SAME STORY THRU INTARZAN I) THAT 6 NOVEMBER HE APPROACHED BY PERSON WHO IDENTIFIED SELF AS MICHAEL K. BOYER OF 78TH SOW (OR POSSIBLY SOW) USASA, APO 742, NY 1747, STATIONED BERLIN, AND INQUIRED RE JOB POSSIBILITIES. WHEN USIS OFFICER QUERIED BY ARMAIT 7 NOVEMBER HE SPECULATED BOYER POSSIBLY IDENTICAL WITH SUBJ.

CHECK W/NEWRES RE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION SHOWED THIS POSSIBLE BUT NOT NECESSARILY SO. THUS POSSIBLE BOYER DID MAKE LEGITIMATE QUERY WHILE GUNA ON LEAVE.

5. DMR: AMONG PERSONS WHO TALKED TO SUBJ WERE ALEX DES FONTAINED A6G INSULIN I, WHO APPARENTLY THEN TRIED CONTACT ARMAIT BEEN TO REPORT MATTER TO HIM. INFO RE INSULIN I ROLE FROM INTARZAN I.

6. BERLIN REQUEST CHECK WHETHER BOYER ACTUALLY ASSIGNED USASA BERLIN AND WHETHER PRESENT SUISSE ON LEAVE.

7. DMR: ADVISE ANY ACTION DESIRED. WILL CONTINUE MONITOR DEVELOPMENT VIA ARMAIT, COLNVY, GUNA CONTACTS BUT NOT BECOME INVOLVED V/S USIS INQUIRY UNLESS SO DIRECTED.
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